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I'm gonna do it...wade into the deep end where it feels like my feet can't quite touch the sandy bottom 

and I'm not quite sure the water will carry me. I'm talking about blogging folks. Usually I'm quite careful 

about my blogging...what with the words going out into cyber space for ever and ever...but fresh 

country brings fresh courage, I guess...my only net this week will be the backspace button as I take up 

the self-imposed challenge of blogging daily, direct to internet, from the Association of Caribbean 

Women Writers and Scholars Conference in Paramaribo, Suriname. 

It'll be a week of firsts for me. Not first trip to Suriname, though that visit was so long ago and such a 

blur it kind of feels like it. It'll be, though, my genuine first time attending much less participating in this 

13 year old conference...and I will be participating as a speaker, a voice from the English speaking 

Caribbean, a VIP according to the conference web site; and as a writer, reading from my new book Oh 

Gad! before an audience that's very au fait with good Caribbean literature and has no reason at all to 

give me an easy pass. Can anyone say daunting? 

Before leaving Antigua, my home island in the eastern Caribbean, I told my father that I was nervous. He 

didn't get it. You read and speak in front of people all the time; he said. I explained to him the nature of 

the gathering, and the nature of me; college lecturers, graduate students, PhDs on the one hand, 

someone with no letters behind her name and much more comfortable with words than she is with 

people on the other hand. I take a massive leap outside of my comfort zone every time I speak before a 

crowd, big or small, but I've done it so often, for so long I've apparently fooled even my father, who 

knew me before I knew myself, into thinking that not only had I become comfortable with it, I actually 

liked it. Well, no and no, I told him. I told him that many things about what I do as a writer scare me, but 

I feel the fear and do it anyway. Making a living as writer is scary even in a world where writers and their 

craft are respected and highly rewarded; and I don't live in such a world. But I do it anyway. Ripping out 

your soul, all your baggage and anxieties and cooking them up into a meal of words to share with others 

is scary. But I do it anyway. Knowing that once your book hits the market it will be the subject of review, 

some of which you will not agree with, some of which will hurt and knowing that you'll have to find a 

way to not take it personally and...where you disagree learn to bite your tongue is... well, that's just 

infuriating. But I do it anyway. And so I will do this, because I refuse to stand in my own way. I will not 

work and fight so hard for opportunities and then turn my back on them when they trickle in. But I am 

scared. 

I've written about this fear and my need to prepare (perhaps over-prepare). So since getting in after no 

sleep, a before sun rise check in and departure, island hopping across four islands down to south 

America, jerking out of sleep disoriented at each stop - sometimes midair, wondering if I'd failed to 

disembark when I should and was now en route to Brazil, and a near melee at the check in desk thanks 

to an arriving tour group that hogged the attention of the lone guy on duty at hotel reception, I've been 

preparing. Well, a bit of exploring of the city, sleeping, and other incidental activities, but mostly 

preparing. Going over the printed presentation, picking through possible excerpts from the book. 



Today, at lunch, I ran into a former professor of mine, a former favourite professor or mine and a funky 

fabulous woman I still admire (silver fro-hawk 'n all) and after we'd caught up and she'd secured a copy 

of my book, she indicated that she'd be returning to her room to 'practice/prepare'. I told her I didn't 

think she'd need to, she's such a natural at this. Yeah, I see the irony of me making the same 

assumptions my father did. She seems natural, she said, because she prepares; it doesn't just happen. 

And the nerves, are a good thing, she indicated; the adrenaline helping to fuel the energy. 

What a delightful way to look at it I thought, feeling better about my own fear factor. Look at that, this 

professor who among the many things she taught a teenage me back in the day, taught that it's okay to 

be me, was still teaching me ...today's lesson, it's okay to be scared, it's just a reminder to be 

ready...that's what makes a true natural. 

Read more at Postings from Paramaribo - 2 and Postings from Paramaribo 3 and 3 1/2 
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There may be an amendment to this post...as I'm due to go experience a bit of Surinamese culture 

tonight at a place called Fort Zeelandia...but until then...I have to share how much I'm buzzing from the 

stimulating opening day of the weeklong conference. 

The group is a mix of cultures much like Suriname - which is itself made up of Hindustani, African, Dutch, 

Jewish, Amerindian, White, Creole, Mixed, and more people besides; on the surface of it, a harmonious 

co-existence. To this mix, for this week, is added the French, Dutch, American, French Caribbean, Anglo 

Caribbean, Spanish Caribbean and others constituting members (or like me) invitees of the Association 

of Caribbean Women Writers and Scholars(with props to the local organizing team). 

I met one of those organizers this morning, not one of my better moments as she had to repeat her 

name more than once (pre-coffee haze combined with my lack of familiarity with the local accent and/or 

the pronunciation of the name itself can be blamed) before I connected the dots to the person who'd 

invited me to the conference in the first place. Thankfully, things went better after that. 

A highlight for me was a lunch time chat with one of the morning's presenters as we talked about, 

among other things, the broader import of fiction beyond entertainment. I told her of people I'd 

encountered who were dismissive of fiction as make believe. I told her that much like her paper which 

explored how one writer used literature as philosophy, I saw literature as a means to open up so many 

discourses ...about history, socio-economy, and, yes, philosophy… conversations that might not 

otherwise be had among folks who might never pick up a history book, say, but who through reading 

fiction, might pick up a bit of history. I read some non fiction, for instance, but reading and writing 

fiction, that’s where my heart is at. Fiction is primarily entertainment, perhaps, but not necessarily fluff 

(not that there’s anything wrong with that). And this became even more evident as, discussing the 

relationship between the people of the Dominican Republic and Haiti, we both used the writings of 

Edwidge Dandicat, a Haitian American writer and Junot Diaz, a Dominican-American writer as reference. 



By the way, if you haven't read either of these two, you need to run to the library or book store and do 

that. The Brief and Wondrous Life of Oscar Wao has been my introduction to Diaz, and The Farming of 

Bones (fiction) and Create Dangerously (non fiction) are my favourite Dandicats. 

This conversation and some of the morning's presentations had me thinking about the unexpected 

intersections that can happen in the most unlikely spaces. And I’m not just talking about the 

unconventional presentation by one of the Surinamese panelists structured as three way conversation 

between an interviewer (her) and 18th century Dutch writer Belle van Zuylen (who authored Trois 

Femmes) and early 20th century writer Gertrude Stein (who authored Three Lives). 

I’m talking more on a personal level… What're the chances that I would be sitting talking with a dread-

locked Howard University PhD candidate (with an Indian name though no Indian roots that she knew of, 

as she joked at the beginning of her paper) with ties to Jamaica (where I studied) and the Bahamas 

(where my college roommate studied) and that through the bridge of literature and rice and peas and 

personal issues I won't get into here talk at length about ourselves and our islands and our peoples 

...lingering over lunch and almost arriving late to the afternoon session. I mentioned to her that the 

Africana studies professor she'd referenced in her paper was not only an Antiguan but a friend of mine. 

Small world, right. And speaking of small world, as a side bar, that same morning session, Antigua came 

up one other time as another presenter, that former professor I referenced in Postings from Paramaribo 

- 1, discussed forms of resistance in the fiction of Jamaica Kincaid, Antigua's best known writer. So I had 

more than one reason not to miss that. 

But beyond Antigua, the rich literature of the Caribbean and the way it helps to illuminate the history 

and current conditions and visions of the people is one of the lasting impressions of the first day. To wit, 

I'll mention the day's first presenter a Surinamese writer of historical fiction. She spoke of the extensive 

research that goes into her work, noting "the only thing I create is feelings", and the logistical challenges 

in light of the fact that so much of her country's history, during the period of her initial research was 

archived elsewhere (not unusual in the Caribbean given our status as former colonies of this or that 

European power). She spoke of how people showed up in great numbers for her first launch out of a 

hunger for literature that reflected them. It's something that drives the compulsion to publish no doubt 

among other Caribbean writers (and marginalized people in general). 

Marginalized peoples and their creative coping mechanisms in the face of the dominant culture was the 

sub-text (in my opinion) of the afternoon sessions which included presentations on the writings of Sam 

Selvon (whose Lonely Londoners is a classic in the Caribbean literary canon) and Andrea Levy (U.S. 

readers might be most familiar with her Small Island which became a BBC mini-series broadcasted on 

PBS), Paule Marshall’s writing as relates to geographic and social space with emphasis on the Caribbean 

immigrant community in the U.S., and research into the networks created by those immigrant 

communities in an effort to survive and thrive, and, on the subject of surviving, the higgler (informal 

vendor) in Jamaica and issues of class and gender with respect to how society engages with her. 

Heavy stuff; and as I am a creative writer and not an academic per se, I can say that I found the sessions 

informative and stimulating, as promised. If I occasionally felt like Joey on Friends (you know his 



confused look when the conversation turned to topics other than women and sandwiches), well, 

*shrug* que sera sera. 

I’m up tomorrow morning, and then again with a panel tomorrow afternoon, and with a reading 

tomorrow night. Nervous? Hell yeah; upside, after Wednesday I can relax a bit and just enjoy the rest of 

it. Yeah? 

AMENDMENT: Just got back from the first of the cultural nights at Fort Zeelandia with featured artist Kit-

Ling Tjon Pian Gi, who as it happens I was just reading about here earlier in the week. You should go 

read about her too; her work, especially the ones blending nature imagery and the Feminine are quite 

magical. 

Joanne C. Hillhouse is an Antiguan and Barbudan writer. Oh Gad! is her third book of fiction and first fulll 

length novel. Keep up with her at http://www.jhohadli.com and 

http://www.facebook.com/JoanneCHillhouse 
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No that title is not a misprint…real life in the form of wonky internet service here at the hotel proved a 

hurdle to my plan to blog daily from the Association of Caribbean Women Writers and Scholars 

conference here in Suriname. Yesterday was a really long day for me (and today got off to a late 

start...with me spending too much of the late morning session people-watching and scribbling as ideas 

came to me), so it’s probably just as well…still. 

So what made yesterday so long? Well, I had my presentation in the morning, chaired a panel in the 

afternoon, and read from my book during the cultural programme at night, insert nerves between each 

activity and elation that each was so well received (and went better than I could have anticipated) and 

you get an idea of the roller coaster ride that was Wednesday…though only partly…because God has a 

sense of humour and Life likes to keep you on your toes there was not so good news from home which 

put me in the weird mental state of being in two places and two (vastly opposite) sets of emotions at 

once. 

But physically I am here, and so that is what I will try to focus on. 

A theme of the last few days has been networking. I spoke in my presentation about how being on a tiny 

island in the Caribbean is not the limitation it once was for a writer with ambitions to connect with 

readers around the world. And you don’t need a big travel budget to do it either. I spoke about the 

online networks I’ve become a part of that have facilitated this process, including shewrites.com but 

most especially the Caribbean Literary Salon which has brought over 600 Caribbean writers and readers 

together in a space that (much like she writes) allows this subset of the literary community to actively 

learn about, learn from, and support each other. Being a writer can feel a bit like being on an island 

alone in any case, whether you are so physically or not, but whatever other faults may lie in the internet 



(Time suck! Time suck!) it can potentially help to create this virtual community wherein, much like the 

imagination, geographic boundaries is no obstacle. A wonky internet connection may be though. 

My afternoon panel dealt with the issue of publishing and related issues, especially when you come 

from as far outside the margins of the mainstream world as we do. Traditional publishers are neither 

cowboys nor pirates, i.e. they’re not known for their ballsy risk taking (or to reference Junot Diaz’s Brief 

and Wondrous Life of Oscar Wao, they don’t show the “ovarian” fortitude). Caribbean writers – as is the 

case with writers on the fringe wherever they reside – have had to be creative when it comes to getting 

their goods (ah, books) to market. The panel looked at digital archiving of existing material (and 

highlighted among other things the greater need for Caribbean content on the web…on Wikepedia 

even), anthologies and the rights issues involved there, multimedia platforms like the ARC, a superb 

quality and genre-blending visual arts publication out of the Caribbean, and approaches to self-

publishing either individually or in partnership with others in Suriname (and would later discuss that 

while access to self-publishing vehicles is greater thanks to the internet, negative attitudes to self-

publishing linger… but whether self published or published via the traditional route it should come down 

to the quality of the work). The discussion could have gone on forever; it was quite a stimulating 

panel…in the end though the answers are not as clear cut…everyone has to find their own path…but 

thankfully in the Caribbean, we know how to be creative (in Antigua we would say we know how to "cut 

and contrive"), at times it’s been the only currency we’ve had. 

I read that evening from Oh Gad! (which sidebar: has attracted some positive customer reviews so far, 

so yay!) … I hate reading, speaking, crowds… but I managed not to fall on my face; though I did sweat 

like a pregnant mother in labour gearing up for one giant push (sorry I was watching the episode of 

Friends where Rachel gave birth before going out…and as for there being two Friends references in two 

posts…chalk it up to the cable limitations here in the hotel…it’s either that or CNN; I go back and forth). 

Anyway, I read…and deciding what to read was perhaps the biggest challenge of the day. It was a mixed 

crowd of Surinamese, Americans, and folks from the various parts of the Caribbean. Earlier in the day I 

had attended a panel where an American who lives and teaches in France presented a paper on 

Antiguan writer (my country woman) Jamaica Kincaid and the ideas she raised (not to mention hearing 

her read the Antiguan dialect as presented in Kincaid’s book) put me in the mood to read a particular 

section of my book but I worried in the end that it would have been too much Antiguan dialect for such 

a mixed crowd without them being able to put it in context. In the end, I read a section that introduced 

them to the main character and her issues with home and her mother, and her confronting the death of 

her mother, only touching on the unlikely romance sparked by her parent’s meeting. It was a risk as 

well…a heavier section when people were sipping wine, drinking beer, mixing and mingling, and 

altogether in a lighter mood. But in the end, I did as we say in Antigua a bit ah dis and ah bit ah dat and 

they responded well, even netting me a few sales, one of the buyers telling me that the reading made 

her “curious” (which is what you want right, to stimulate their curiousity without giving the story away?) 

For me one measure of the day’s success was the people that met me in the ‘corridors’ of the 

conference itself to say I enjoyed your reading or I loved your presentation, they were always 

unexpected and always affirming…and you have to hope that they’ll remember your name (and you 



won’t soon hear again, I’ve been ignoring you because I didn’t know who you were) and maybe there’ll 

be more sales and more invitations to come out of it. And even if there’s not, you still shared a moment. 

AMENDMENT (OR PART FOUR OR THE OTHER HALF): 

It was international night. Not officially but in terms of my experience. I skipped out on the latter half of 

the day and the official cultural night, just because. 

Before I knew it, my stomach announced that it was dinner time. As I was leaving the hotel, I met up 

with a quartet of ladies from the conference similarly in pursuit of dinner. We walked to an Indian place 

and over roti and the local Parbo beer, talked about everything from food and culture to the Salem 

witch trials to World War ll to Chinese politics and investment in the Caribbean and Africa, to language 

politics, to cruising the Mediterranean, to family, to Michael Jackson and Bob Marley. Probably some 

other topics I’m forgetting in-between. 

So are conferences like this worth it? 

Totally. 

Where else but an international literary conference was a girl born and raised and resident in Antigua 

going to break bread with a Polish-American, French resident, French native, and American… where else 

would we have come together for this kind of free floating conversation about literature and other 

things without the burden or expectation of being anything but what we are, sharing our perspectives 

and insights with each other. 

The unplanned moments are sometimes best and where there are open minds and open hearts, there 

are no boundaries. 

Joanne C. Hillhouse is an Antiguan and Barbudan writer. Oh Gad! is her third book of fiction and first fulll 

length novel. Keep up with her at http://www.jhohadli.com and 

http://www.facebook.com/JoanneCHillhouse 
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I wanted to share while it was fresh-ish in my mind my favourite of this morning’s presentations on the 

last conference day here in Suriname. 

It’s a literary conference but Surinamese artist Kit-Ling Tjon Pian Gi has provided a strong visual element, 

from designing the eye catching logo – which blends two of her major influences nature and the 

Feminine, to being the star of the opening night of the cultural programme that has added an element 

of fun to the week of stimulating mental engagement, to her presentation this morning on the arc not 

only of her own career but on the female and native artist in Surinamese (and given that it’s a former 

colony) Dutch imagination. As a Creole blend of Asian and African and probably other things in this 

multicultural land, Kit-Ling’s art reflects a hybrid of influences and a spirit (and artistic perspective) that 



seems at once delicate like a flower and hardy like…like…a dragon. I am reminded as I say that of a 

presentation yesterday (Thursday) that referenced Haitian saying nou led, nou la (we are ugly but we 

are here) and Kit-Ling’s images are, of course, the opposite of ugly as you’ll see for yourself here, nor 

does ugly as used in the saying limit itself, by my interpretation, to physical beauty which is subjective 

but can be taken to mean things which are an inconvenient presence. Which intersects beautifully with 

the story Kit-Ling shared (of claiming a space in the art world that did not readily make space for her nor 

know how to deal with her – and other women and indigenous artists – once she was there). The story 

and the art itself reflects the same defiance of spirit encapsulated in that saying. 

And that (I-will-not-be-ignored) theme infused the morning’s other presentation as well; Jamaican (of 

Indian descent, I learned in her introduction) Annie Paul’s presentation on theatre and protest and ritual 

in public spaces…a really moving presentation on the lost and/or conveniently forgotten… the 

ghettoized who do not find equality even in death but who with graffitti’d memorials and (via the 

theatre of fellow Jamaican and Sistren Theatre Collective co-founder Honor Ford Smith) public 

processionals … theatre rife with color and object symbolism which also serve as a memorial to the dead 

(especially the children taken by gun violence): which had the effect of waking up the silence. Nou led, 

Nou la. 

It got me thinking of the ways art confronts the things that people would rather not confront, but I 

always feel (and perhaps most directly through my art) that even the uncomfortable conversations need 

to be had if it can move us forward – whether on issues of race, gender, sexuality, class, history, the 

distribution of political and economic power etc etc etc 

And as I listened to them, this poem came very much in the rough…the title of which is borrowed from a 

recent movement with which I think most readers are familiar though not related to that movement as 

much as it is to the idea Nou led, Nou la...and so another first, sharing it before it is fully formed because 

it speaks to these ideas unearthed by the morning’s presentation here at the Association of Caribbean 

Women Writers and Scholars’ 13th Annual Conference. Your feedback is invited. 

Occupy 

I pitch my tent here 

In your public spaces 

And the ghosts of the lost 

And forgotten 

Join me 

And for the first time 

You see us 

Though you don’t want to 



Because to see us 

Would be to see yourself 

To confront 

Things best left undead 

No burial 

No (re) memory 

No newsprint 

No radio babble 

Haggling over 

The blood on the pavement 

The blood draining down her legs 

The bloody past which 

Makes your conscience itch 

But I pitch my tent here 

Where you can’t ignore me 

Because your guests will see 

And their Gaze turn on you 

Because I am the past of you 

The present you reject 

And you are lost too 

As lost as the boys taken 

By violence in the streets 

And the girls taken 

By violence between their sheets 

And the millions (of my people) 



Taken by greed 

Joanne C. Hillhouse is an Antiguan and Barbudan writer. Oh Gad! is her third book of fiction and first fulll 

length novel. Keep up with her at http://www.jhohadli.com and 

http://www.facebook.com/JoanneCHillhouse 
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So I said the last post was my last but …a “hey-I’m-back-just-catching-up” phone call with a friend and 

her inevitable “how was it?” made me realize I had at least one post (of my time at the Association of 

Caribbean Women Writers and Scholars 13th Annual Conference in Paramaribo, Suriname) left in me. 

“It went really well,” I replied, realizing that I wasn’t even doing that thing that we do that … 

“How’re you doing?”  

“I’m fine” 

… thing that rarely reflects how we’re really feeling. 

I realize since the launch of Oh Gad! back in April that I’ve been doing that a fair amount. People ask, 

“how’s the book doing?” or “how are sales going?” or offer up an enthusiastic “congratulations!” on a 

day I’m not feeling particularly celebratory but can’t say that because how can you not be happy at a 

time like this; and I realize I don’t have the expected response between draining behind the scenes stuff 

and worry about “how’s the book doing?” and work and life demands. The other thing is that the world 

doesn’t stop and throw you a parade because your book came out this week; in fact, it keeps slinging 

wet and smelly garbage at you to see if any of it sticks, and only the aura of new book smell and feeling 

on you keeps you from reeking. The joy of your book coming out becomes your happy place that you 

retreat to when it all – including the expectations of well meaning folks with questions like “how’s the 

book doing?”– becomes too much. 

But sometimes, you don't have to fake it. And my time down South (South America, that is) was such a 

time for me. 

As I told my friend, my presentation went well, I sold some books, and I got a time out from my real life; 

and there was not even a little white lie in all that. Of course, in life as in fiction, the really good fiction, 

there is nuance and complexity to these blanket truths. 

The presentation did go well; it felt like it did and several people (new and old acquaintances, and 

perfect strangers who didn’t have to) approached me and told me how much they enjoyed it. The 

nerves I felt before, during and after; the tweaking I did after day one of the conference; the things 

written in the margins, some of which were overlooked after all; the stumble and reversal that no one 

seemed to notice but of which I was keenly aware: Those all happened too. Doesn’t change the fact that 

it went well, it felt right, as did the afternoon panel on publishing, and if I was as damp as if I’d just 



dunked my head under a Surinamese water fall during my reading that night …well the reading itself still 

yielded laughter and expressions of interest in Oh Gad! 

It even yielded sales. The back story of course is that I only had as many books as I could stuff into the 

bottom of my checked luggage as the book retailers on site did not have the book (though I did try to 

make that happen well in advance of the event). In the end, I sourced a few copies from a retailer in 

Antigua and successfully sold all but one (on the strength of my presentation and reading I think; 

certainly not due to any great selling skills, of which I have none). The leftover, I left with a Surinames 

book retailer (after an impromptu chat with her about our mutual love of authors like Edwidge Danidcat 

and Toni Morrison) in anticipation of her reading it and perhaps ordering copies in future. So, despite 

my frustration (and there was some frustration) about not having the book there, that too felt like a win 

in the end. 

As for the time out, when you’re a freelance writer and editor, as I am, not being on island isn’t the 

same as not being on the job, of course. I still had deadlines. But the rhythm was different and none of it 

felt as taxing. Not when I could spend the days soaking up the feast of words and interactions that 

proved to be exceedingly stimulating and energizing. I have to give sincere credit to the organizers who 

put together a packed (but not over packed) and interesting programme, and especially the local 

organizing committee who ensured that everyone was well taken care of. I enjoyed the people I met, 

the unexpected points of connection, being in a literary space, and as I prepared to de-plane in Antigua 

one week after leaving home, the hug from the former professor referenced more than once in this 

series, and her reminder to “stay strong…” 


